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Abstract. Most spatial inquiries seek to investigate causal questions
about spatial processes, but many quantitative spatial methods are designed to identify correlations and spatial patterns. Studying the structure of associations that make up a spatial pattern can provide information about what the process that generated that pattern is likely to be,
but it does not provide a means of testing any one explanation against
alternative explanations. Causal inference provides a set of approaches
to formally make comparisons between explanations. An opportunity exists to incorporate these techniques and spatialize the theory of cause in
GIScience by building on recent advances in computer science and statistics. However, implementing causal inference in geography may require
a shift in the design of geographic information systems.
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Analytical methods in GIScience

In geographic information science (GIScience), a disconnect exists between the
desire to understand process and many of the quantitative methods we use to
study the world (13). Although subject to debate (14), the term “spatial process” refers to the dynamics of a (spatial) system or the temporal trajectory
of spatial events. Spatial processes describe the mechanisms that generate spatial phenomena (13), which makes understanding process central to the causal
explanations of spatial patterns.
For decades the discipline’s quantitative textbooks have presented a “pattern–
process” approach to inquiry. We observe a spatial pattern, analyze the structure
of associations between variables within that pattern, and use those associations
to make inferences about the processes that may have given rise to the pattern.
(1; 12; 32). When we employ this method of inquiry, what we often ultimately
wish to understand are the causal processes that produce the patterns we observe and the associations we measure. However, the associations we build our
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inferences on are necessary but insufficient conditions for identifying the process
responsible for the pattern because the same set of associations could be the
result of many different processes. Developing ways to specify, examine, communicate, and infer from a set of unobserved counterfactual processes that could
have given rise to a pattern we observe is one key to closing the gap between
our desire to understand process and our quantitative toolkit.
Recent advances in computer science and statistics have created an opportunity to bring the presentation and investigation of counterfactuals into GIScience and to enrich the pattern–process approach. Specifically, researchers in
these fields have coupled probability theory with first-order logic (see 4; 28) to
create a mathematical means of testing one set of proposed causal relationships
against another. These advances create an opportunity for GIScience to potentially progress up the “ladder of causation” (Table 1) (35) from investigating
associations to studying interventions and/or counterfactuals. Causal inference
allows for queries to move beyond correlation by modeling interventions so researchers may study their effects. However, direct interventions in geographic
systems are often difficult to study as we often cannot control geographic systems and face a range of confounding factors linked to the qualities of places
which cannot be easily modeled. We may be able to side step this challenge by
posing and investigating counterfactuals that explore what could or would have
happened if one aspect of the world was different.
Introducing these changes into geographic inquiry will require progress in at
least two areas (1) the further development of theories of spatial causal inference (Section 2) and (2) a reorganization of some of our most commonly used
computational and statistical tools (Section 3).

Table 1: Ladder of Causation (35).
Level

Typical Question

Definition

Association
P (y|x, z)

How does seeing x change my be- I took an aspirin. Will I still have
lief in y?
a headache when I wake?

Intervention
P (yx |z)

How likely is it that y happens if If I take an aspirin now, will I wake
I fix x?
up with a headache?

Counterfactual
P (yx |x′ , y ′ , z)

Was it x that caused y, given that I took an aspirin. My headache
we observed x′ and y ′ ? What if I is gone. Would I have a headache
acted differently?
had I not taken that aspirin?

Note: All the probability statements include z, which represents other variables that may
confound the relationship between x and y.
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Developing theories of spatial causal inference

Development of a formal theory of space and causal inference is still in its early
stages, and recent progress toward any such theory has been made indirectly
through the extension of causal models into the spatial domain (for reviews,
see (2; 31); for examples, see (15; 16; 19; 21; 22; 30; 31; 23)). However, extending existing models of causal inference into the spatial domain faces several
key challenges. First, geographic inquiries often rely on on observational data
because it is simply infeasible, or potentially unethical, to randomly intervene
the system under study. Second, spatial models may be confounded by unobserved and unquantifiable location-specific phenomena. Third, observations in
space may interfere with each other. The second and third challenges are linked
to Anselin’s principle of spatial heterogeneity and Tobler’s First Law. Just as
these principles challenge the foundations of conventional statistics necessitating the development and use of spatial statistics (3; 32), they also challenge the
foundations of causal inference necessitating the development of frameworks for
spatial causal inference (20).
The principle of spatial heterogeneity implies that unobserved spatial effects
may confound inferences. Beyond those variables that can be measured, places
are made up of an amalgamation of minute, unquantifiable, and highly local qualities. A perfect quantitative model of these phenomena is therefore prohibitively
difficult to construct. Instead, a formalism for acknowledging spatial confounding
and controlling for it in quantitative models would enable researchers to condition their inferences on these unobserved quantities, simultaneously quantifying
uncertainty and codifying their modeling assumptions. Then, software based on
this formalism could be developed to identify instances of spatial confounding
and (when present) automatically adjust inferences.
Tobler’s First Law states that spatially embedded objects tend to be more
related as they get nearer to each other. In causal inference, this manifests as
spatial interference: nearby units may influence each other’s responses to an intervention. When present in models, spatial interference can lead to violations
of the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) of non-spatial causal
inference. SUTVA holds that that units (treated or untreated) will not affect
each other’s response to an intervention (18). In some spatial scenarios, this is
easily satisfied: consider a study about factory pollution levels and lung cancer.
Two individuals may not affect each other’s exposure to pollution from a factory,
satisfying the SUTVA1 . But many spatial problems violate the SUTVA. Consider a study about the relationship between county-level fireworks bans and
hospitalization rates: if one county bans fireworks but its neighbor does not,
individuals can travel to the neighbor and acquire fireworks, potentially affecting hospitalization rates in the original county. A first step in addressing this
challenge would be the development of tools to warn researchers of potential
spatially driven SUTVA violations. As such violations can be driven by a variety
of complex effects, introducing an formal system that helps researchers identify
potential issues would be an important, initial step forward.
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Integrating recent advances into GIS

The data models and computational foundations of geographic information systems (GIS) shaped the pattern–process approach. The cartographic origins of
GIS aligned naturally with ontological foundations and data models that represents real world entities as objects located in space and time (5; 10; 36)2 .
Quantitative spatial methods inherit this object-centered representation and the
overlay driven analysis used to compare analog maps. They have been designed
to examine the spatial pattern of a set of objects at one time, or the difference
between a set of objects at several time points. What object-oriented ontologies
and spatial methods do not prioritize or directly analyze, is process.
Understanding causation is facilitated by the analysis of counterfactuals. A
syntax for expressing and manipulating spatial counterfactuals is critical for
the development of further theory in spatial causality. Computationally, recent
innovations in probabilistic programming have made it possible to digitally implement counterfactual inference. Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs)
deliver a toolchain for computationally expressing random variables and probabilistic calculation (27). Typically, these languages can perform statistical (associational) inference on purely probabilistic relationships (17), but some PPLs
(like gfoRmula (26), Omega (38), MultiVerse (29), and DoWhy (34)) have novel
designs that permit counterfactual inference. Constructing a taxonomy of causal
spatial queries would be a first step towards representing space in a PPL. Next,
building a syntax for spatial interventions in these languages or in a new PPL
would allow researchers to deploy theories of spatial causal inference to answer causal questions related to locations (e.g., “which counties would experience lower hospitalization rates if a fireworks ban was implemented?” or “would
species A migrate through region R if regulation S was enforced?”).
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Conclusion

Understanding causality and process has long been a central goal of research
in geography and GIScience. Despite consensus about the need to understand
process in GIScience, implementation of quantitative methods that can facilitate
the transparent communication and formal testing of causal models has remained
limited. This absence is in part the product of the ontological foundation of
most geographic information systems, the slow development of the mathematical
approaches to causality, and computational limitations. However, technological
innovations in statistics and computer science have made it possible to begin
building theory and systems to examine causation with spatial data.
By building on these innovations, we can open the door to developing a causeand process-oriented perspective in GIScience that may align our methods with
the target of our inquiries. Stepping down this path begins with designing tools
to identify potential violations of underlying causal assumptions and creating
ways to programmatically express and infer from spatial counterfactuals. By
placing cause and process at the center of studies, researchers will be able to
reframe research questions from “what is happening and where is it occurring?”
to “how is this happening and what drives it?”
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Notes
1

In fact, this is a problem where satisfying the SUTVA is a modeling decision
rather than an innate feature of the problem. The researcher could equivalently model
individual interactions that result in exposure to pollution, in which case individual
level treatments would violate the SUTVA.
2
The distinction between objects and fields and the ontological accuracy of the
representation of each been the subject of much debate (25; 24; 37; 11). GIS progressed
naturally from the vector model, to the computationally quicker raster model, and
finally hierarchical object-oriented programming. However, the GIScience literature
now recognizes these models as exchangeable (6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 33; 39).
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